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THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER!Anyone can learn to invest wisely with this bestselling
investment system!Through every type of market, William J. O’Neil’s national bestseller, How to
Make Money in Stocks, has shown over 2 million investors the secrets to building wealth.
O’Neil’s powerful CAN SLIM® Investing System—a proven 7-step process for minimizing risk
and maximizing gains—has influenced generations of investors.Based on a major study of
market winners from 1880 to 2009, this expanded edition gives you:Proven techniques for
finding winning stocks before they make big price gainsTips on picking the best stocks, mutual
funds, and ETFs to maximize your gains100 new charts to help you spot today’s most profitable
trendsPLUS strategies to help you avoid the 21 most common investor mistakes!“I dedicated the
2004 Stock Trader’s Almanac to Bill O’Neil: ‘His foresight, innovation, and disciplined approach
to stock market investing will influence investors and traders for generations to come.’”—Yale
Hirsch, publisher and editor, Stock Trader’s Almanac and author of Let’s Change the World
Inc.“Investor’s Business Daily has provided a quarter-century of great financial journalism and
investing strategies.”—David Callaway, editor-in-chief, MarketWatch“How to Make Money in
Stocks is a classic. Any investor serious about making money in the market ought to read it.”—
Larry Kudlow, host, CNBC’s "The Kudlow Report"

PUBLICITY CONFIRMATIONS (as of 6/17/09) 6/17/09, Newsmax.com, NATIONAL Online,
Feature and Interview 6/15/09, Marketwatch.com, NATIONAL Online, Interview 6/15/09, Radio
America, NATIONAL Radio, Interview 6/15/09, WBBM, Boston Radio, Interview 3-11 Education
20090617 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.How to Make Money in StocksA WINNING SYSTEM IN GOOD
TIMES OR BADBy WILLIAM J. O'NEILThe McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.Copyright ©
2009William J. O'NeilAll right reserved.ContentsChapter OneAmerica's Greatest Stock-Picking
SecretsIn this latest revised edition, you'll observe 100 charts of the greatest winners from 1880
to 2009. Study them carefully. You'll discover secret insights into how these companies set the
stage for their spectacular price increases.Don't worry if you're a new investor and don't
understand these charts at first. After all, every successful investor was a beginner at some point
—and this book will show you how to spot key buying opportunities on the charts, as well as
critical signals that a stock should be sold. To succeed you need to learn sound, historically
proven buy rules plus sell rules.As you study these charts you'll see there are specific chart
patterns that are repeated over and over again whether in 1900 or 2000. This will give you a
huge advantage once you learn to, with practice, recognize these patterns that in effect tell you
when a stock is under professional accumulation.It is the unique combination of your finding
stocks with big increases in sales, earnings and return on equity plus strong chart patterns



revealing institutional buying that together will materially improve your stock selection and timing.
The best professionals use charts.You too can learn this valuable skill.This book is all about how
America grows and you can too. The American dream can be yours if you have the drive and
desire and make up your mind to never give up on yourself or America.Chapter TwoHow to Read
Charts Like a Pro and Improve Your Selection and TimingIn the world of medicine, X-rays, MRIs,
and brain scans are "pictures" that doctors study to help them diagnose what's going on in the
human body. EKGs and ultrasound waves are recorded on paper or shown on TV-like monitors
to illustrate what's happening to the human heart.Similarly, maps are plotted and set to scale to
help people understand exactly where they are and how to get to where they want to go. And
seismic data are traced on charts to help geologists study which structures or patterns seem
most likely to contain oil.In almost every field, there are tools available to help people evaluate
current conditions correctly and receive accurate information. The same is true in investing.
Economic indicators are plotted on graphs to assist in their interpretation. A stock's price and
volume history are recorded on charts to help investors determine whether the stock is strong,
healthy, and under accumulation or whether it's weak and behaving abnormally.Would you allow
a doctor to open you up and perform heart surgery if he had not utilized the critical necessary
tools? Of course not. That would be just plain irresponsible. However, many investors do exactly
that when they buy and sell stocks without first consulting stock charts. Just as doctors would be
irresponsible not to use X-rays, CAT scans, and EKGs on their patients, investors are just plain
foolish if they don't learn to interpret the price and volume patterns found on stock charts. If
nothing else, charts can tell you when a stock is not acting right and should be sold.Individual
investors can lose a lot of money if they don't know how to recognize when a stock tops and
starts into a significant correction or if they have been depending on someone else who also
doesn't know this.Chart Reading BasicsA chart records the factual price performance of a stock.
Price changes are the result of daily supply and demand in the largest auction marketplace in
the world. Investors who train themselves to decode price movements on charts have an
enormous advantage over those who either refuse to learn, just don't know any better, or are a
bit lazy.Would you fly in a plane without instruments or take a long cross-country trip in your car
without a road map? Charts are your investment road map. In fact, the distinguished economists
Milton and Rose Friedman devoted the first 28 pages of their excellent book Free to Choose to
the power of market facts and the unique ability of prices to provide important and accurate
information to decision makers.Chart patterns, or "bases," are simply areas of price correction
and consolidation after an earlier price advance. Most of them (80% to 90%) are created and
formed as a result of corrections in the general market. The skill you need to learn in order to
analyze these bases is how to diagnose whether the price and volume movements are normal or
abnormal. Do they signal strength or weakness?Major advances occur off strong, recognizable
price patterns (discussed later in this chapter). Failures can always be traced to bases that are
faulty or too obvious to the typical investor.Fortunes are made every year by those who take the
time to learn to interpret charts properly. Professionals who don't make use of charts are



confessing their ignorance of highly valuable measurement and timing mechanisms. To further
emphasize this point: I have seen many high-level investment professionals ultimately lose their
jobs as a result of weak performance.When this happens, their poor records are often a direct
result of not knowing very much about market action and chart reading. Universities that teach
finance or investment courses and dismiss charts as irrelevant or unimportant are demonstrating
their complete lack of knowledge and understanding of how the market really works and how the
best professionals operate.As an individual investor, you too need to study and benefit from
stock charts. It's not enough to buy a stock simply because it has good fundamental
characteristics, like strong earnings and sales. In fact, no Investor's Business Daily® reader
should ever buy a stock based solely on IBD's proprietary SmartSelect® Ratings. A stock's
chart must always be checked to determine whether the stock is in a proper position to buy, or
whether it is the stock of a sound, leading company but is too far extended in price above a solid
basing area and thus should temporarily be avoided.As the number of investors in the market
has increased over recent years, simple price and volume charts have become more readily
available. (Investor's Business Daily subscribers have free access to 10,000 daily and weekly
charts on the Web at Investors.com.) Chart books and online chart services can help you follow
hundreds and even thousands of stocks in a highly organized, time-saving way. Some are more
advanced than others, offering both fundamental and technical data in addition to price and
volume movement. Subscribe to one of the better chart services, and you'll have at your
fingertips valuable information that is not easily available elsewhere.History Repeats Itself: Learn
to Use Historical PrecedentsAs mentioned in the introduction, and as shown on the annotated
charts of history's best winners in Chapter 1, our system for selecting winning stocks is based
on how the market actually operates, not on my or anyone else's personal opinions or academic
theories. We analyzed the greatest winning stocks of the past and discovered they all had seven
common characteristics, which can be summarized in the two easy-to-remember words CAN
SLIM. We also discovered there were a number of successful price patterns and consolidation
structures that repeated themselves over and over again. In the stock market, history repeats
itself. This is because human nature doesn't change. Neither does the law of supply and
demand. Price patterns of the great stocks of the past can clearly serve as models for your
future selections. There are several price patterns you'll want to look for when you're analyzing a
stock for purchase. I'll also go over some signals to watch out for that indicate that a price pattern
may be faulty and unsound.The Most Common Chart Pattern: "Cup with Handle"One of the
most important price patterns looks like a cup with a handle when the outline of the cup is
viewed from the side. Cup patterns can last from 7 weeks to as long as 65 weeks, but most of
them last for three to six months. The usual correction from the absolute peak (the top of the
cup) to the low point (the bottom of the cup) of this price pattern varies from around the 12% to
15% range to upwards of 33%. A strong price pattern of any type should always have a clear and
definite price uptrend prior to the beginning of its base pattern. You should look for at least a
30% increase in price in the prior uptrend, together with improving relative strength and a very



substantial increase in trading volume at some points in the prior uptrend.In most, but not all,
cases, the bottom part of the cup should be rounded and give the appearance of a "U" rather
than a very narrow "V." This characteristic allows the stock time to proceed through a needed
natural correction, with two or three final little weak spells around the lows of the cup. The "U"
area is important because it scares out or wears out the remaining weak holders and takes other
speculators' attention away from the stock. A more solid foundation of strong owners who are
much less apt to sell during the next advance is thereby established. The accompanying chart
from Daily Graphs Online® shows the daily price and volume movements for Apple Computer in
February 2004.It's normal for growth stocks to create cup patterns during intermediate declines
in the general market and to correct 1½ to 2½ times the market averages. Your best choices are
generally stocks with base patterns that deteriorate the least during an intermediate market
decline. Whether you're in a bull market or a bear market, stock downturns that exceed 2½ times
the market averages are usually too wide and loose and must be regarded with suspicion.
Dozens of former high-tech leaders, such as JDS Uniphase, formed wide, loose, and deep cup
patterns in the second and third quarters of 2000. These were almost all faulty, failure-prone
patterns signaling that the stocks should have been avoided when they attempted to break out
to new highs.A few volatile leaders can plunge 40% or 50% in a bull market. Chart patterns
correcting more than this during bull markets have a higher failure rate if they try to make new
highs and resume their advance. The reason? A downswing of over 50% from a peak to a low
means a stock must increase more than 100% from its low to get back to its high. Historical
research shows stocks that make new price highs after such huge moves tend to fail 5% to 15%
beyond their breakout prices. Stocks that come straight off the bottom into new highs off cups
can be more risky because they had no pullbacks. Deep 50% to 75% cup-with-handle bases
worked in 2009 since they were made by a 58% drop in the S&P 500.Sea Containers was a
glowing exception. It descended about 50% during an intermediate decline in the 1975 bull
market. It then formed a perfectly shaped cup-with-handle price structure and proceeded to
increase 554% in the next 101 weeks. This stock, with its 54% earnings growth rate and its latest
quarterly results up 192%, was one of several classic cup-with-handle stocks that I presented to
Fidelity Research & Management in Boston during a monthly meeting in early June 1975. Upon
seeing such big numbers, one of the portfolio managers was instantly interested.As you can see
by this example, some patterns that have corrected 50% to 60% or more coming out of an
intermediate bull market decline or a major bear market can succeed. (See the charts for Sea
Containers and The Limited.) In most cases, the percent of decline is a function of the severity of
the general market decline and the tremendous extent of the stock's prior price run-up.Basic
Characteristics of a Cup's Handle AreaThe formation of the handle area generally takes more
than one or two weeks and has a downward price drift or "shakeout" (where the price drops
below a prior low point in the handle made a few weeks earlier), usually near the end of its down-
drifting price movement. Volume may dry up noticeably near the lows in the handle's price
pullback phase. During a bull market, volume in the majority of cases should not pick up during a



correction in the handle, although there have been some exceptions.Although cups without
handles have a somewhat higher failure rate, many stocks can advance successfully without
forming a handle. Also, some of the more volatile technology names in 1999 formed handles of
only one or two weeks before they began their major price advances.When handles do occur,
they almost always form in the upper half of the overall base structure, as measured from the
absolute peak of the entire base to the absolute low of the cup. The handle should also be above
the stock's 10-week moving average price line. Handles that form in the lower half of an overall
base or completely below the stock's 10-week line are weak and failure-prone. Demand up to
that point has not been strong enough to enable the stock to recover more than half its prior
decline.Additionally, handles that consistently wedge up (drift upward along their price lows or
just go straight sideways along their lows rather than drifting down) have a much higher
probability of failing when they break out to new highs. This upward-wedging behavior along low
points in the handle doesn't let the stock undergo the needed shakeout or sharp price pullback
after having advanced from the low of the base into the upper half of the pattern. This high-risk
trait tends to occur in third- or fourth-stage bases, in laggard stock bases, or in very active
market leaders that become too widely followed and therefore too obvious. You should beware of
wedging handles.A price drop in a proper handle should be contained within 8% to 12% of its
peak during bull markets unless the stock forms a very large cup, as in the rather unusual case
of Sea Containers in 1975. Downturns in handles that exceed this percentage during bull
markets look wide and erratic and in most cases are improper and risky. However, if you're in the
last shake-out area of a bear market bottom, the unusual general market weakness will cause
some handle areas to quickly decline around 20% to 30%, but the price pattern can still be
sound if the general market then follows through on the upside, creating a new major uptrend.
(See Chapter 9, "M = Market Direction: How You Can Determine It.")Constructive Patterns Have
Tight Price AreasThere should also be at least some tight areas in the price patterns of stocks
under accumulation. On a weekly chart, tightness is defined as small price variations from high
to low for the week, with several consecutive weeks' prices closing unchanged or remarkably
near the previous week's close. If the base pattern has a wide spread between the week's high
and low points every week, it's been constantly in the market's eye and frequently will not
succeed when it breaks out. However, amateur chartists typically will not notice the difference,
and the stock can run up 5% to 15%, drawing in less-discriminating traders, before it breaks
badly and fails.Find Pivot Points and Watch "Volume Percent Change"When a stock forms a
proper cup-with-handle chart pattern and then charges through an upside buy point, which
Jesse Livermore referred to as the "pivot point" or "line of least resistance," the day's volume
should increase at least 40% to 50% above normal. During major breakouts, it's not uncommon
for new market leaders to show volume spikes 200%, 500%, or 1,000% greater than the average
daily volume. In almost all cases, it's professional institutional buying that causes the big, above-
average volume increases in the better-priced, better-quality growth-oriented stocks at pivot
breakouts. A full 95% of the general public is usually afraid to buy at such points because it's



scary and it seems risky and rather absurd to buy stocks at their highest prices.Your objective
isn't to buy at the cheapest price or near the low, but to begin buying at exactly the right time,
when your chances for success are greatest. This means that you have to learn to wait for a
stock to move up and trade at your buy point before you make an initial commitment. If you work
and cannot watch the market constantly, small quote devices or quotes available on cell phones
and Web sites will help you stay on top of potential breakout points.The winning individual
investor waits to buy at these precise pivot points. This is where the real move generally starts
and all the exciting action begins. If you try to buy before this point, you may be premature. In
many cases the stock will never get to its breakout point, but rather will stall or actually decrease
in price. You want a stock to prove its strength to you before you invest in it. Also, if you buy at
more than 5% to 10% past the precise buy point, you are buying late and will more than likely
get caught in the next price correction. Your automatic 8% loss-cutting rule (see Chapter 10,
"When You Must Sell and Cut Every Loss ... Without Exception") will then force you to sell
because the stock was extended in price and didn't have enough room to go through a perfectly
normal sharp but minor correction. So don't get into the bad habit of chasing stocks up too high.
(Continues...)Excerpted from How to Make Money in Stocksby WILLIAM J. O'NEIL Copyright ©
2009 by William J. O'Neil. Excerpted by permission of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.. All
rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in
writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use
of visitors to this web site.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorWilliam J. O'Neil is the founder and chairman of Investor's Business Daily. He also
founded William O'Neil + Company, a leader in equity market information and data research for
more than 400 major institutional money managers worldwide. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherWilliam J. O'Neil is the founder and chairman of
Investor's Business Daily. He also founded William O'Neil + Company, a leader in equity market
information and data research for more than 400 major institutional money managers worldwide.
--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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An Important Notice to All InvestorsThe American Association of Individual Investors conducted
an independent real time study of 50 top investment strategies every month from January 1,
1998 to December 31, 2009 and found O’Neil’s CAN SLIM® to be the top performing
investment strategy.In AAII’s study, CAN SLIM produced a 2,763% result, an average of 35.3%
per year versus 3.3% a year for the S&P 500 during the same time period.Investor’s Business
Daily’s digital edition, elBD™, and Web site, Investors.com, received these national awards in
2009:WebAward for BestInvestment Website.Award granted by the Web MarketingAssociation
“for outstandingachievement in web development.”Over 2,000 sites were judged in thispremier
competition.Interactive Media AwardsOutstanding Achievement Awardfor Financial
Information.Award recognizes “the highest standardsof excellence in Web site design
anddevelopment. It honors organizationsfor their outstanding achievement.”DPAC Awards.elBD
was named Best BrandedDigital Magazine. The DPACAward recognizes overallexcellence and
breakthroughachievement in DigitalPublishing and Advertising.Silver w3 Award.Honoring
creative excellenceon the Web, with over 3,000sites judged.How to Make Money in
StocksFOURTH EDITIONA WINNING SYSTEM IN GOOD TIMES OR BADWILLIAM J.
O’NEILCopyright ©2009, 2002 by William J. O’Neil; © 1995, 1991, 1988 by The McGraw-Hill
Companies. All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. Except as permitted
under the United States Copyright Act of 1976, no part of this publication may be reproduced or
distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a data base or retrieval system, without the
prior written permission of the publisher.MHID: 0-07-161414-1All trademarks are trademarks of
their respective owners. Rather than put a trademark symbol after every occurrence of a
trademarked name, we use names in an editorial fashion only, and to the benefit of the
trademark owner, with no intention of infringement of the trademark. Where such designations
appear in this book, they have been printed with initial caps.McGraw-Hill eBooks are available at
special quantity discounts to use as premiums and sales promotions, or for use in corporate
training programs. To contact a representative please e-mail us at bulksales@mcgraw-
hill.com.This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard
to the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that neither the author nor the
publisher is engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional service. If legal advice
or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional person should
be sought.—From a Declaration of Principles jointly adoptedby a Committee of the American
BarAssociation and a Committee of PublishersTERMS OF USEThis is a copyrighted work and
The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. (“McGraw-Hill”) and its licensors reserve all rights in and to
the work. Use of this work is subject to these terms. Except as permitted under the Copyright Act
of 1976 and the right to store and retrieve one copy of the work, you may not decompile,
disassemble, reverse engineer, reproduce, modify, create derivative works based upon,
transmit, distribute, disseminate, sell, publish or sublicense the work or any part of it without
McGraw-Hill’s prior consent. You may use the work for your own noncommercial and personal
use; any other use of the work is strictly prohibited. Your right to use the work may be terminated



if you fail to comply with these terms.THE WORK IS PROVIDED “AS IS.” McGRAW-HILL AND
ITS LICENSORS MAKE NO GUARANTEES OR WARRANTIES AS TO THE ACCURACY,
ADEQUACY OR COMPLETENESS OF OR RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING THE
WORK, INCLUDING ANY INFORMATION THAT CAN BE ACCESSED THROUGH THE WORK
VIA HYPERLINK OR OTHERWISE, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTY,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. McGraw-Hill and its
licensors do not warrant or guarantee that the functions contained in the work will meet your
requirements or that its operation will be uninterrupted or error free. Neither McGraw-Hill nor its
licensors shall be liable to you or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission, regardless of
cause, in the work or for any damages resulting there from. McGraw-Hill has no responsibility for
the content of any information accessed through the work. Under no circumstances shall
McGraw-Hill and/or its licensors be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, punitive,
consequential or similar damages that result from the use of or inability to use the work, even if
any of them has been advised of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability shall
apply to any claim or cause whatsoever whether such claim or cause arises in contract, tort or
otherwise.CONTENTSPart I:A Winning System: CAN SLIM®Introduction You Must Learn and
Benefit from America’s Years of Super WinnersCHAPTER 1 America’s Greatest Stock-Picking
SecretsCHAPTER 2 How to Read Charts Like a Pro and Improve Your Selection and
TimingCHAPTER 3 C = Current Big or Accelerating Quarterly Earnings and Sales per
ShareCHAPTER 4 A = Annual Earnings Increases: Look for Big GrowthCHAPTER 5 N = Newer
Companies, New Products, New Management, New Highs Off Properly Formed Chart
BasesCHAPTER 6 S = Supply and Demand: Big Volume Demand at Key PointsCHAPTER 7 L =
Leader or Laggard: Which Is Your Stock?CHAPTER 8 I = Institutional SponsorshipCHAPTER 9
M = Market Direction: How You Can Determine ItPart II:Be Smart from the StartCHAPTER 10
When You Must Sell and Cut Every Loss . . . Without ExceptionCHAPTER 11 When to Sell and
Take Your Worthwhile ProfitsCHAPTER 12 Money Management: Should You Diversify, Invest for
the Long Haul, Use Margin, Sell Short, or Buy Options, IPOs, Tax Shelters, Nasdaq Stocks,
Foreign Stocks, Bonds, or Other Assets?CHAPTER 13 Twenty-One Costly Common Mistakes
Investors MakePart III:Investing Like a ProfessionalCHAPTER 14 More Models of Great Stock
Market WinnersCHAPTER 15 Picking the Best Market Themes, Sectors, and Industry
GroupsCHAPTER 16 How I Use IBD® to Find Potential Winning StocksCHAPTER 17 Watching
the Market and Reacting to NewsCHAPTER 18 How You Could Make Your Million Owning
Mutual FundsCHAPTER 19 Institutional Portfolio IdeasCHAPTER 20 Important Time-Tested
Proven Rules and Guidelines to RememberSuccess StoriesIndexPART IA Winning System:
CAN SLIM®INTRODUCTIONYou Must Learn and Benefit from America’s 100 Years of Super
WinnersAfter the market debacles of 2000 and 2008, investors now realize they must take
charge and learn much more about what they’re doing when they save and invest their hard-
earned money. However, many investors don’t know where to turn, whom to trust, or what they



must stop doing in order to achieve true superior investment performance.You don’t have to give
your money to a Bernie Madoff, who’ll take it but won’t tell you exactly what he’s doing with it.
Instead, you need to read a few of the best investment books, attend some investment classes,
or participate in an investment meet-up group so you can learn how to invest with real
knowledge and confidence. At the very least, you need to learn and understand well the sound
principles, proven rules and methods that can protect and build your investment portfolio over
time. Half of all Americans save and invest; now it’s time to learn to do it intelligently with critical
know-how.When I started investing, I made most of the same mistakes you’ve probably made.
But here’s what I’ve learned:• You buy stocks when they’re on the way up in price, not on the way
down. And when you buy more, you do it only after the stock has risen from your purchase price,
not after it has fallen below it.• You buy stocks when they’re nearer to their highs for the year, not
when they’ve sunk lower and look cheap. You buy higher-priced, better quality stocks rather than
the lowest-priced stocks.• You learn to always sell stocks quickly when you have a small 7 or 8%
loss rather than waiting and hoping they’ll come back. Many don’t.• You pay far less attention to
a company’s book value, dividends, or PE ratio—which for the last 100 years have had little
predictive value in spotting America’s most successful companies—and focus instead on vital
historically proven factors such as strong earnings and sales growth, price and volume action,
and whether the company is the number one profit leader in its field with a superior new
product.• You don’t subscribe to a bunch of market newsletters or advisory services, and you
don’t let yourself be influenced by recommendations from analysts, or friends who, after all, are
just expressing personal opinions that can frequently be wrong and prove costly.• You also must
acquaint yourself with daily, weekly, and monthly price and volume charts—an invaluable tool
the best professionals wouldn’t do without but amateurs tend to dismiss as irrelevant.• Lastly,
you must use time-tested sell rules to tell you when to sell a stock and take your worthwhile
gains. Plus you’ll need buy and sell rules for when it's best to enter the general market or sell and
lower your percent invested. Ninety percent of investors have neither of these essential
elements.All these wise actions are totally contrary to human nature! In reality, the stock market
is human nature and crowd psychology on daily display, plus the age-old law of supply and
demand at work. Because these two factors remain the same over time, it is remarkable but true
that chart patterns are just the same today as they were 50 years ago or 100 years ago. Few
investors know or understand this. It can be your priceless advantage.In this fourth edition of
How to Make Money in Stocks, I’m showing you right up front, in Chapter 1, 100 annotated color
charts of 100 of America’s greatest winning stocks, covering each decade from the 1880s to the
end of 2008—from the Richmond and Danville Railroad in 1885 and Northern Pacific during the
famous corner of the stock in 1901, when it raced from $115 to $700 in one week, to Apple and
Google in our twenty-first century.There is an enormous amount you will learn from studying
these great historical examples. You’ll see chart base patterns that are repeated year after year
with huge success. There are 105 examples (among the 100 stocks) of classic chart bases that
look like cups with handles. Some are small cups, others large, and others in between.In



addition to cups with handles, we’ve identified eight other distinctively different, highly
successful chart base patterns that occurred in cycle after cycle. Bethlehem Steel in 1915 is our
first powerful high, tight flag example and served as a perfect historical precedent for later high,
tight flag patterns such as Syntex, Rollins, Simmonds Precision, Yahoo!, and Taser. All of these
stocks had spellbinding price moves.Charts plus earnings will help you tell the best stocks and
general markets from the weaker, riskier stocks and markets that you must avoid altogether.
That’s why I put all these outstanding chart examples in Chapter 1, with notes marked on each
chart to help you learn a skill that could just change your whole life and let you live better and far
smarter.A good clear picture is worth a thousand words. These 100 examples are just a small
sample of what you’ve been missing for years. We have models of more than 1,000 great stock
market winners over the last 100 years. It takes only one or two to make your year or your future.
But you have to get serious and work at really learning and knowing what you’re doing when you
invest. You can do it if you really want to and it’s important to you.You’ll find this an exciting
“common sense” new way of viewing America and its stock market. From the railroad to the auto
and the airplane, from the radio and TV to computers, from jet airliners to space exploration,
from massive discount stores to semiconductors and the Internet, this country has shown rapid,
unceasing growth. Living standards for the great majority of Americans have improved materially
from 100, 50, or even 30 years ago.Yes, there will always be problems, and everyone likes to
criticize. But America’s innovators, entrepreneurs, and inventors have been a major driving force
behind its unparalleled growth. They have created the new industries, new technologies, new
products, new services, and 80% of the jobs from which we all continually benefit.Now it’s up to
you to learn how to intelligently take advantage of the relentless growth opportunities America’s
freedom makes possible and that entrepreneurs keep presenting for you during every business
cycle.In the following chapters, you will learn how to pick big winners in the stock market and nail
down the gains they produce. You will also learn how to substantially reduce your mistakes and
losses.Many people who dabble in stocks either have mediocre results or lose money because
of their lack of knowledge. But no one has to continue to lose money. You can definitely learn to
invest wisely. This book will provide you with the investment understanding, skills, and methods
you need to become a more successful investor, if you’re willing to work at it.I believe most
people in this country and throughout the free world, whether young or old, regardless of their
profession, education, background, or economic position, should learn to save and invest in
common stocks. This book isn’t written for the elite, but for the millions of ordinary individuals
everywhere who want a chance to be better off financially. You are never too old or too young to
start investing intelligently.• YOU CAN START SMALL—If you’re a typical working person or a
beginning investor, you should know that it doesn’t take a lot of money to start. You can begin
with as little as $500 to $1,000 and add to it as you earn and save more money. I began with the
purchase of just five shares of Procter & Gamble when I was only 21 and fresh out of
school.Mike Webster is one of our in-house managers who also started small. In fact, Mike sold
personal belongings, including his music CD collection, to raise cash for investing. Prior to



managing money for the firm, he had a gain of over 1,000% in his personal account in 1999, a
very unusual year.Steve Birch, another of our in-house money managers, started managing
money earlier. He took advantage of the roaring bull market of the late 1990s and protected
most of his gains by going mainly to cash in the bear market. Between 1998 and 2003, he had
gained over 1,300%. Both Mike and Steve have had their rough years, but they’ve learned from
their many mistakes, which we all make, and have gone on to achieve significant
performance.You live in a fantastic time of unlimited opportunity, an era of outstanding new
ideas, emerging industries, and new frontiers. However, you have to read the rest of this book
(probably two or three times) to learn how to recognize and take full advantage of these amazing
new situations.Opportunities are there for everyone. You are in a continually changing and,
hopefully, improving New America. We lead the world in high technology, the Internet, medical
advancements, computer software, military capability, and innovative new entrepreneurial
companies. The communist/socialist system of a centralized “command economy” disintegrated
on the ash heap of history. It did not work. Stalin’s old Soviet Union killed 20 million of its own
people. Our system of freedom and opportunity serves as a model of success for most countries
in the world.Today it’s not enough for you to just work and earn a salary. To do the things you
want to do, go where you want to go, and have the things you want to have in your life, you must
save and invest intelligently. The income from your investments and net gains you can make will,
in time, let you reach your goals and provide you real security. This book can change your whole
life. No one can hold you back but yourself. Think positive.• SECRET TIP—The first step in
learning how to pick big stock market winners is to examine leaders of the past, like those you’re
about to see, to learn all the characteristics of the most successful stocks. From these
observations, you will be able to recognize the types of price and earnings patterns these stocks
developed just before their spectacular price advances.Key factors you’ll discover include what
the quarterly earnings of these companies were at the time, what the annual earnings histories
of these organizations had been in the prior three years, what amount of trading volume was
present, what degree of relative strength there was in the prices of the stocks before their
enormous success, and how many shares of common stock were outstanding in the
capitalization of each company.You’ll also learn many of the greatest winners had significant
new products or new management, and many were tied to strong industry group moves caused
by important changes occurring in an entire industry.It’s easy to conduct this type of practical,
commonsense analysis of all past successful leaders. I have already completed such a
comprehensive study. In our historical analysis, we selected the greatest winning stocks in the
stock market each year (in terms of percentage increase for the year), spanning the past 125
years.We call the study “The Model Book of Greatest Stock Market Winners.” It’s been expanded
recently to cover stocks dating back to the 1880s. It now analyzes more than 1,000 of the
biggest winning companies in recent market history in detail, super stocks such asTexas
Instruments, whose price soared from $25 to $250 from January 1958 through May 1960Xerox,
which escalated from $160 to the equivalent of $1,340 between March 1963 and June



1966Syntex, which leaped from $100 to $570 in only six months during the last half of
1963Dome Petroleum and Prime Computer, which advanced 1,000% and 1,595%, respectively,
in the 1978–1980 stock marketLimited Stores, which wildly excited lucky shareowners with a
3,500% increase between 1982 and 1987Cisco Systems, which between October 1990 and
March 2000 advanced from a split-adjusted $0.10 to $82Home Depot and Microsoft both
increased more than 20 times during the 1980s and early 1990s. Home Depot was one of the all-
time great performers, jumping 20-fold in less than two years from its initial public offering in
September 1981 and then climbing another 10 times from 1988 to 1992. All of these companies
offered exciting new entrepreneurial products and concepts. In total, we actually have 10
different model books that cover America’s innovative and highly successful companies.Would
you like to know the common characteristics and rules of success we discovered from this
intensive study of all past stock market leaders?They’re all covered in the next few chapters and
in a simple, easy-to-remember formula we have named CAN SLIM. Each letter in the words CAN
SLIM stands for one of the seven chief characteristics of these greatest winning stocks at their
early developing stages, just before they made huge profits for their shareholders and our
country (companies and employees all pay taxes as well as helping to improve our standard of
living). Write this formula down, and repeat it several times so you won’t forget it.The reason
CAN SLIM continues to work cycle after cycle and AAII’s 11-year independent study, done in
real time, rated it the top investment strategy in America is it’s based 100% on realistic historical
studies of how the stock market has actually worked rather than on our personal opinion or
anyone else’s, including Wall Street’s . . . or academic theorists’. Furthermore, human nature at
work in the market simply doesn’t change. So CAN SLIM does not get outmoded as fads,
fashions, and economic cycles come and go. It will beat big egos, personal opinions, and
emotions every time.You can definitely learn how to pick winners in the stock market, and you
can become part owner of the best companies in the world. So, let’s get started right now. Here’s
a sneak preview of CAN SLIM:C Current Quarterly Earnings and Sales: The Higher, the BetterA
Annual Earnings Increases: Look for Significant GrowthN New Products, New Management,
New Highs: Buying at the Right TimeS Supply and Demand: Shares Outstanding Plus Big
Volume DemandL Leader or Laggard: Which Is Your Stock?I Institutional Sponsorship: Follow
the LeadersM Market Direction: How You Can Learn to Determine ItPlease begin immediately
with Chapter 1. Go for it. You can do it.CHAPTER 1America’s Greatest Stock-Picking SecretsIn
this latest revised edition, you’ll observe 100 charts of the greatest winners from 1880 to 2009.
Study them carefully. You’ll discover secret insights into how these companies set the stage for
their spectacular price increases.Don’t worry if you’re a new investor and don’t understand these
charts at first. After all, every successful investor was a beginner at some point—and this book
will show you how to spot key buying opportunities on the charts, as well as critical signals that a
stock should be sold. To succeed you need to learn sound, historically proven buy rules plus sell
rules.As you study these charts you’ll see there are specific chart patterns that are repeated over
and over again whether in 1900 or 2000. This will give you a huge advantage once you learn to,



with practice, recognize these patterns that in effect tell you when a stock is under professional
accumulation.It is the unique combination of your finding stocks with big increases in sales,
earnings and return on equity plus strong chart patterns revealing institutional buying that
together will materially improve your stock selection and timing. The best professionals use
charts.You too can learn this valuable skill.This book is all about how America grows and you
can too. The American dream can be yours if you have the drive and desire and make up your
mind to never give up on yourself or America.Richmond & Danville increased 257% in 70
weeks.Tennessee Coal & Iron increased 265% in 39 weeks.Northern Pacific increased 1181%
in 29 weeks.Bethlehem Steel increased 1479% in 99 weeks.General Motors increased 471% in
39 weeks.S.S. Kresge increased 836% in 154 weeks.Utah Securities increased 538% in 63
weeks.Du Pont de Nemours increased 1074% in 225 weeks.Burroughs Adding Machines
increased 1992% in 168 weeks.International Business Machines increased 400% in 161
weeks.Wright Aeronautical increased 464% in 76 weeks.Radio Corporation of America
increased 739% in 74 weeks.Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator increased 987% in 170
weeks.Coca-Cola increased 565% in 165 weeks.Deere & Co increased 307% in 104
weeks.Schenley Distilling increased 1164% in 185 weeks.Condé Nast Publications increased
514% in 101 weeks.Gimbel Brothers increased 674% in 103 weeks.Outboard Marine increased
720% in 177 weeks.Kaiser Aluminum increased 379% in 93 weeks.Thiokol Chemical increased
860% in 109 weeks.Brunswick increased 1500% in 162 weeks.Zenith Radio increased 493% in
66 weeks.Texas Instruments increased 772% in 116 weeks.Universal Controls increased 645%
in 51 weeks.Xerox increased 1201% in 188 weeks.American Photocopy Equipment increased
696% in 133 weeksFairchild Camera & Instrument increased 582% in 73 weeks.Chrysler
increased 215% in 51 weeks.National Airlines increased 1004% in 179 weeks.Northwest
Airlines increased 1240% in 186 weeks.Xerox increased 660% in 168 weeks.Syntex increased
451% in 25 weeks.Rollins increased 254% in 36 weeks.Simmonds Precision Products
increased 672% in 38 weeks.Monogram Industries increased 891% in 57 weeks.Digital
Equipment increased 743% in 156 weeks.Loews increased 1025% in 101 weeks.Mattel
increased 441% in 66 weeks.Skyline increased 715% in 98 weeks.Redman Industries increased
683% in 49 weeks.Levitz Furniture increased 608% in 87 weeks.Rite Aid increased 421% in 71
weeks.McDonald’s increased 422% in 108 weeks.Sambos Restaurants increased 458% in 104
weeks.Sea Containers increased 448% in 59 weeks.Flightsafety International increased 958%
in 195 weeks.Wang Laboratories increased 1348% in 139 weeks.Resorts International
increased 630% in 24 weeks.Texas Oil & Gas increased 529% in 101 weeks.Global Marine
increased 752% in 94 weeks.Pic ‘N’ Save increased 948% in 206 weeks.Wal-Mart Stores
increased 882% in 158 weeks.The Limited increased 673% in 71 weeks.Home Depot increased
892% in 64 weeks.Price Company increased 417% in 60 weeks.Stop & Shop increased 536% in
74 weeks.Digital Switch increased 843% in 46 weeks.Pulte Home increased 733% in 47
weeks.Liz Claiborne increased 211% in 43 weeks.Franklin Resources increased 811% in 78
weeks.
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G Man, “The Holy Grail of growth investing. There are different methods of trading/investing in
the stock market. There's value investing (like Warren Buffet), there's day trading, swing trading,
and then there's growth investing. This book is about growth investing. That is, investing in
companies that show exceptional earnings and sales growth (which are the things that affect a
stock's price during a bull market cycle). It's not better or worse than the others. But thanks to Bill
O'Neill and his Investor's Business Daily service, it is easier to learn.This is because IBD (the
newspaper/service accompanying this strategy) does half the work for you. The book will tell
you to look for companies with a certain amount of earnings growth by quarter, for example, and
that sounds like a lot of work--and normally, it would be. But if you pay the $10 per month, or
whatever it is, for the paper, all of that stuff is done for you. The data is available for any stock in
the market, and you're given a list of the top 50 stocks that meet the criteria listed in the book.But
as I said, that's only half the work. Knowing which stocks to buy is easy (thanks to this strategy),
but knowing when to buy them and when to sell them is the hard part. The book goes into detail
on that. It involves looking for certain patterns in the price charts (also available through their
service), and then buying if the price goes above a certain level. Then there are also rules on
when to sell.It's a rules-based system, which is good because it gives you a set of criteria by
which to buy and sell stocks, but there is room for flexibility (depending on your abilities as a
technical analyst and/or your knowledge of a particular company) which is going to make or
break you as a stock trader.I should finish this review, though, by saying that most traders lose
money in stocks. Unless you're so obsessed with stocks that you're willing to put in thousands
of hours (just like any highly competitive skill) before you are successful, I'd recommend just
buying a mutual fund instead. It's a lot less hassle, and unless you become an elite trader, your
returns will likely be comparable over a long enough period of time.If there is any negative that I
have to say about this book, it's that it says nothing about what I believe is the most difficult part
about trading.  The psychological aspect.  I would reference Mark Douglas for that.”

Derek Christensen, “Best Market Advice I Have Yet Received.. This is the first review I have ever
written on Amazon; this book is that incredible. The book lays out exactly what most successful
stocks have done to be successful and when to buy that stock before it shoots up. The basic
premise of the book is to buy companies that have demonstrated certain chart patterns (the
patterns explained in the book) and have solid fundamentals.So far, in only 3 months of investing
with his strategy, I have made 15% returns on my investments. Before I read this, I had to wait at
least a year or two before making that kind of money. However, he does solicit his website
throughout the book. At first, I was skeptical of someone trying to sell financial advice (everyone
seems to solicit you for market advice nowadays), but I decided to give his website a try. Ends
up, they give you a month trial for free, and it costs $30 per month after the trial. With the amount
of money I have made from this book, the $30 a month is a drop in the bucket of my profits.To



provide concrete examples, his website told me to look for Winnebago (WGO) in August-
September 2017, YY Inc.'s (YY) incredible 25% shoot up after their amazing quarter in
November 2017, and Square's (SQ) ungodly skyrocket in November 2017. Those are but some
of the success stories I would never have found had I simply read he book and tried to do the
analysis that the website provides for you. I strongly recommend reading the book and paying
the monthly membership for the website. I have not regretted it at all.”

Rahul Dalal, “Technical and Fundamental helpful but not all for Indian market. From the initial title
I thought it might be another cheesy book but turned out to be quite surprising and informative. It
is good for starters but if someone that does not know EPS, average volume or even to read the
charts, it can be intermediate level book. So I suggest to get the basic lingos of stock market to
be studied prior to reading this book.The material is extensive but lot of it is also promoting its
website data and its ratings on investors.com which does not cover Indian markets. So Indian
readers will have to dig other website for similar information. The book is strictly targeted for
American markets.Overall, I found information to be useful but towards the end author included
some personal political views (conservative American Republican talking points including from
author Thomas Sowell) and talked about biased Democratic Party leaning left-wing propaganda
which I felt was unnecessary to the educational content that book is supposed to be. I felt this
information went off-topic. For this reason alone I gave the book 4 stars otherwise overall its
good information on stock market and CANSLIM strategy.”

Dr W. H. Konarzewski, “An effective strategy for growth investors. William O'Neil shares his
strategy for making money out of the stock market by finding growth shares. It opens with a
hundred pages of charts in which he demonstrates various patterns that can be used to predict
price movements. This is all rather technical and may be off-putting to people who don't have
much experience of investing. After this the book become more readable, and although William
O'Neil is opinionated, to say the least, he argues his case persuasively. His underlying message
is 'if you want to do it my way, do it exactly as I do it or don't do it at all'. Fair enough. He's earned
his reputation and his CAN SLIM principles are widely used. The book has a self-promotional
aspect and an American flavour that may upset some British readers, but with sales of two
million it has become a classic in its field. Probably not for beginners, but the chapter on 'Twenty-
one costly common mistakes investors make' is lucid and forceful, and aimed at all investors
regardless of their level of experience. Strongly recommended.”

the main man, “A must read for stock traders. Excellent book - I have read many trading books
but took a lot from this. It is straightforward, relatively easy steps to pick a watchlist from patterns
and dig deeper through fundamental information that are these days easily available on the
internet. O Neill superimposes this for each stock onto the market direction as a whole and
picking sector leaders.One criticism - the early chapters are 150 pages of charts - these ae



critical to learn the patterns. However the print size is too small to see clearly. I bought the book
for making notes and the kindle version too to be able to zoom in on these charts. Annoying but
it has more than repaid me !”

The book by William J. O'Neil has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3,409 people have provided feedback.
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